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Morning Stations
On Tuesday, may 17th,
2011 many schools and
community groups came to
the Pacific Northwest
Salmon Center for the
Hood Canal GreenSTEM
Summit. The community
groups put projects together about how the environment is negatively affected
by people and what people
can do to reduce or stop
negatively affecting the environment. One such
group was an environmen-

tal science class that taught
others what litter does to
the environment and
showed how much litter
they found on a beach.
There were other projects
that students got to participate in that showed the
human impact on the environment around Hood
Canal. Another example is
when Katy Doctor was
showing what her job was
and how to tag salmon

and track their progress
over time.
AnaMaria Garcia

Katy Doctor holds up a sign of the
various species of salmon found in and
around Hood Canal.

Sharing Circle

A group of students all share their projects with each
other in a sharing circle. They were learning about
other projects from other students in the local area.

During the sharing circles,
students from several
schools in and around the
Hood Canal got a chance
to teach other students
what they learned when
they did their school projects. Hopefully, their stories will help encourage
students to do their part to
not negatively affect the

environment. This was
the main focus of the
GreenSTEM summit, the
sharing of knowledge and
projects with other students from around the
Hood Canal.
AnaMaria Garcia and Matt
Lonsdale

Hawkins Middle School

No Waste Lunch
When schools from
around Hood Canal went
to the salmon center in
Belfair, WA they had a
“NO WASTE LUNCH”.
All the schools had to see
which school had the
least amount of garbage
for their group. When
everyone was eating
members of Hawkins
Middle School got assigned another schools
trash station and they
asked kids to separate the

garbage into separate
boxes and bags so when
everyone was done eating
we could weigh the bags
to tally up the winners
and congratulate them on
producing as little waste a
possible. Also, during
lunch, the Hawkins Middle School students
walked around and were
looking at the kinds of
things they were using to
hold their food. As “I

walked around I saw that
most of the kids were
using reusable lunch
sacks and containers so
as to not harm the environment.” Said Megan
Jackson. The hope is to
continue reuse lunch materials and to care for the
earth to keep it clean.
Sierra Hopkins

The schools’ waste totals.

NatureMapping

Beau Benjamin, Kaleb Fievers, Logan Cole, Alex Babij (from L to R)
look for various species of animals near the Wetlands Center.

Schools at the
Hood Canal
GreenSTEM Summit

Nature mapping is a way
that people look around a
large area of land and jotdown what they notice,
why it was noticed, and
what’s interesting about
it. Renee Rose and her
bird identification project
is a type of nature mapping. As she uses specific
tools like binoculars and
camera’s to spot the
birds, she documents
them and studies their
habits.

In the afternoon, the students broke into groups
and did their own nature
mapping activity. They sat
in a circle or wandered
around fields and charted
what they saw. This was
after a training that they
completed that helped
them learn how to be a
part of this new adventure.
Nathan Hopkins
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